Many Paths to Conversation: techniques for successful ESL clubs

Welcome to today’s Infopeople Webinar!

Infopeople is dedicated to bringing you the best in practical library training and improving information access for the public by improving the skills of library workers. Infopeople, a grant project of the Califa Group, is supported in part by the Institute of Museum and Library Services under the provisions of the Library Services and Technology Act administered in California by the State Librarian. This material is covered by Creative Commons 4.0 Non-commercial Share Alike license. Any use of this material should credit the funding source.
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Do you already have?
An ESL Club
Looking to start one
Just curious
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DO YOU HAVE ENGLISH CLASSES?

Get advice from experts!

Warm & Inviting
Cozy
Comfortable
Fun
Build confidence
Talk, talk, talk
Open to everyone
Safe Place
NOT SCHOOL
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Agenda

Get a Name Tag and Topic Sheet
2 min Introduction and welcome
15 min One-on-One Chat
10 min Leader reads topic and vocabulary
50 min Group Discussions

Local knowledge
Food is always good
Ice Breakers
Americanisms
Speed Dating

NO CURRICULUM
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STAFF TIME

VOLUNTEERS
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Type ideas for topics in the chat window

Toolkit:

eslforlibraries.weebly.com

SUCCESSFUL TOPICS
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